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Molecular dynamics simulations of behavior of polymer

liquid crystals (PLC's) under tensile deformation have been

performed. PLC's composed of random or block copolymers of

rigid and flexible segments have been studied. Systems of

fully flexible chains have been simulated for comparison.

Stress-strain relations and fracture mechanics have been

investigated. The fracture stress has been defined as the

stress level at which the fraction of broken bonds increases

dramatically. The results have shown that strength of PLC's

is affected by the concentration of rigid sequences, their

distribution throughout the material, and by the temperature

of the specimen. Transition from ductile to brittle behavior

has been observed for random copolymers with different

fractions of rigid segments. The results have also

demonstrated that the amount of mechanical reinforcement

that can be achieved in liquid crystalline block copolymers

depends on the spatial configuration of rigid bonds.

Configurations with islands and fibers of PLC segments have

been studied. There has been an optimum island size for

which the strength of the PLC's has been the highest. When
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the rigid segments have formed fibers, the strength has been

increasing with the width of the fiber; hence there has been

a limit to the improvement of the strength. Moreover, it has

been found that a layer of rigid segments has isolated parts

of the material from each other; mechanical deformations

have occurred in one part first, then have moved to the

other part. In agreement with the concept of the chain

relaxation capability, the simulations have demonstrated

that low stresses can be accommodated by chain conformation

changes, while high ones cause catastrophic crack

propagation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that progress in most of the

technologies critical to the future will depend on advanced

materials. As we look at the discoveries of the past two

decades in the area of materials science and engineering, we

sense tremendous opportunities in designing and tailoring

new and improved systems for use by modern industries.

Progress in polymeric materials seems to be particularly

important when one recounts recent achievements in the areas

of polymer liquid crystals, molecular composites,

crystalline polymers, gels, and radiation sensitive

polymers. Development of the new polymeric materials mainly

requires advances in chemistry. However, successful design

of the needed structures is difficult without understanding

of the processes taking place in the materials. This is the

field where physics is required. Studies performed from the

physical point of view provide insights necessary to obtain

materials with improved properties.
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Experimental Background

There is an increasing interest in structures as well

as in applications of polymer liquid crystals (PLC's) .13

PLC's are advanced materials with exciting mechanical and

thermal properties. As demonstrated in particular in a long

series of papers by Flory,''5 the principal molecular

feature responsible for liquid crystallinity is an

anisotropy of shape and interactions of molecules and their

parts. The anisotropy is produced easily by the rigidity of

molecular segments. However, not all segments in PLC's have

to be rigid. Flexible segments do not imply liquid

crystallinity, but they perform another important function.

Since in each PLC chain rigid and flexible constituents are

connected by chemical bonds, mechanical properties of PLC's

are much better than those of either of its constituents. At

the same time, problems of insufficient adhesion inherent in

traditional heterogeneous (e.g., carbon-fiber reinforced)

composites are eliminated from the start. One can imagine

that the PLC components co-operate with each other while

performing different functions. As in heterogeneous

composites, rigid segments carry load while flexible

segments form a matrix which distributes the load.6 '7

The increase in the rigidity of polymer molecules is

accompanied by an increase in the melting temperature of the
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material. This feature can be another advantage of PLC's.

Heat-resistant materials can be easily produced from PLC's.

However, it happens that the polymer that is an ideal

material for producing high-strength fibers cannot be

processed from the melt. 8 In order to develop an engineering

PLC material, it is necessary to lower the melting

temperature without destroying the tendency to form a

liquid-crystalline phase. A copolymerization of the rigid

and flexible segments is one of the routes to obtain PLC's

with optimal processing and property characteristics.

However, effects of the composition and the microstructure

of these copolymers on their properties are far from being

well understood.

Several experimental studies of the mechanical

properties of liquid crystalline copolymers have been

6,9-13conducted. The molecular reinforcement has been

achieved for the materials with the intermediate fractions

of the rigid segments. However, the strength of the PLC's

has been quite sensitive to the details of material

processing.9 Thus, the experimental findings suggest that

there is no simple relation between the composition and the

tensile strength of PLC's. For example, some experiments

have shown that the fracture stress in the material with

37 % of the rigid component can be smaller than in the one

containing 28 % of such segments.
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Moreover, many experimental studies have demonstrated

that PLC's have the tendency to form multiphase systems.

Springer and collaborators have found that the PLC

side-groups aggregate in solutions as well as in the solid

state."4, Similar behavior in the solid state has been

observed by Pakula.16 PLC's with rigid segments in the

backbone have this property also, as shown by differential

scanning calorimetry and scanning electron microscopy of

fracture surfaces.6'17-19 In particular, liquid crystalline

sequences have the tendency to flock together to form

relatively small regions which have been called islands.6

Because one can suppose that mechanical properties of block

and random copolymers are different, the problem of the

influence of the composition and the structure of PLC's on

their mechanical properties needs more examination.

Additionally, the more general problem of mechanical

behavior of polymeric materials requires also more

investigations. It has been shown that, when an external

mechanical force is applied to a polymeric material, the

energy so provided may be relaxed within the specimen, or

the loading force may cause the fracture of the material.20

The model based on the existence of a competition between

the chain relaxation capability and the destructive behavior

has helped to elucidate and define quantitatively impact

21,22 23transition temperature, rapid crack propagation , and
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24
slow crack propagation. Therefore, the crossover from the

chain relaxation mode to the crack propagation mode should

be studied. This appears to be the key problem in the

prediction of failure behavior in polymer-based materials.

Simulations of Polymers

While thousands of mechanical tests on polymer samples

are conducted daily, our understanding of polymer response

to applied stress is far from sufficient. Given the

complexity of polymer structure, it appears that the best

chance of the understanding should come from computer

simulations. One can notice tremendous progress in this area

in the recent years. Continuing development of fast computer

systems provides more and more opportunities for the

research community. Computer simulation methods have been

applied in polymer physics for a long time. Simulations have

offered a unique opportunity to examine polymer dynamics in

a detailed and selective manner. Many studies have been

reported in which computer simulations were used to

investigate the structural and dynamical properties of

isolated polymer chains. Because modern technology is most

interested in bulk polymers, more attention is now being

paid to simulations of dense polymer systems. The method of

choice has been the Monte Carlo approach, usually on a

A* 1
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lattice, but more recently molecular dynamics simulations

have been successful in achieving dense polymer systems.2 5

Many simulations have been performed to examine the

hypothesis of reptation in the systems of entangled polymer

.26chains. The two most extensive studies have been those of

Skolnick and coworkers using the lattice Monte Carlo,27 and

28Kremer et al. using the molecular dynamics. Recently a

different approach to computer simulation of entangled

polymers has been attempted, using a lattice with all sites

29-31occupied. In this case the only way to move a portion

of a chain is by a series of simultaneous cooperative moves

involving pieces of several chains. The main advantage of

these studies is a demonstration that such movement is quite

possible. In a sense, this approach is closer to a real

polymer melt; in both the lattice Monte Carlo and the

molecular dynamics approaches, void space (free volume) is

required for chain motion in quantities that are definitely

not present in the melt.

Simulations described above have been related to the

general problem of mechanical relaxation in dense polymer

systems. Other simulations, which deal with polymeric

materials under tension, are even more noteworthy, because

they are closer to the scope of this dissertation. In a

model developed by Termonia the polymeric material has been

represented by a two-dimensional network of tied
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323macromolecules. 23 Knots of the network have modeled chain

entanglements or cross-linking bonds. Using the computer,

the network has been elongated and the following processes

have been allowed: breakage of the bonds and slippage of

chains through entanglements. These processes have been

assumed to. occur according to chemical activation rate

theory. Thus, these simulations can be considered as an

off-lattice Monte Carlo approach. The simulations have been

quite successful in the modeling of stress redistribution in

polymeric fibers followed by their failure. Stress-strain

curves calculated by Termonia have been in qualitative

agreement with experiments. Moreover, typical morphologies

of the simulated materials have been impressively similar to

the microscopic pictures of drawn samples of polymeric

films.32

Noid and collaborators have developed a molecular

dynamics technique to simulate motion of a polymer chain

embedded in a crystalline environment represented by shells

34of mobile and fixed chains. They have observed a

transition from a crystalline state to a conformationally

disordered crystal, called the condis crystal. Their

simulations have shown that the highly uncorrelated behavior

of the creation and annealing of conformational defects

reveals the underlying chaotic nature of this transition.35

In their model chemical bonds have been defined by the Morse
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potential instead of the usually applied quadratic

potential. This has allowed for bond breaking under tension.

Even more realistic simulations of mechanical behavior

of polymeric materials under tension have been performed by

Brown and Clarke. 36-38 They have used molecular dynamics

simulations to study stress-strain properties of a

three-dimensional polymer model over a wide range of

temperatures. The algorithm has been based on the method in

which the difference between externally applied tension and

the internally measured pressure are relaxed out by coupling

this imbalance to changes in the shape and size of the

39simulated material. Qualitative comparisons have shown

that there are strong similarities between these short time

(about 1 ns) simulations and laboratory measurements

obtained on time scales orders of magnitude longer.

One can estimate that in the simulations the rate at

which the stress has been applied to the polymer has been

many times faster than in real mechanical tests. The results

of Noid et al., and of Brown and Clarke have shown that in

the systems of few thousands particles only, the simulated

time has corresponded to the time necessary for the

deformations to move throughout the material. In other

words, dimensions of real materials are much greater; hence,

stress imposition and transmission of the external

mechanical energy across the material must take much more
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time than it does in the simulations. Nevertheless, even

short time simulations of polymeric systems require

simplifications in the model used.

Such a simplified model has been developed by Cook and

coworkers to study mechanical behavior of polymeric

40-42materials. A similar approach was used previously to

study conformation changes in a single polymer chain. 43'44

Incorporation of the idea of stress relaxation by

conformation changes has been the main advantage of the

model. In real polymers, a transition from one conformation

to another requires three-dimensional rotations of parts of

the chain. In the model, a conformation change has been

represented by a one-dimensional motion. This feature has

been motivated by substantial savings in duration of

computations and has been based on the assumption that the

most significant molecular motions are in the chain

direction, which is also the direction of applied stress.

Although the simulated chains have been one-dimensional,

they have formed two- or three-dimensional structures and

the interactions between the chains have also been taken

into account.

In the initial studies, Cook and Mercer have observed

deformations induced by the breaking of one bond within the
40

material. When the induced stress has exceeded the

critical value, failure of the neighboring bonds has
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followed. Then, crack propagation has been likely to occur.

These studies have been continued by Brostow and Turner.

Additionally, they studied an effect of the free volume,

measured by interactions between chains, on the stress

induced by initial bond breaking. Finally, Cook has achieved

a model of polymeric material that has included many of the

features of condensed-phase polymer chain dynamics, central

among them being chain relaxation via conformational

42motion. The model consists of a number of chains of

particles that are connected by bonds with double-well

potentials to approximate the energetics of conformational

motion. Interactions between particles on adjacent chains

are modeled by short range repulsive potentials. Cook has

examined the stress-strain behavior of the model using

molecular dynamics simulations at temperature of 0 K and has

found qualitative agreement with the observed experimental

behavior of polymeric materials. Cook and Mercer as well as

Brostow and Turner have also used the Morse potential to

allow bond breaking in their simulations. However,

consequences of this have not been examined in detail.

Goal and Scope

The experimental situation described above as well as

the successful applications of computer simulations of

4 _______________________________________
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polymers have determined my goals: using the method of

molecular dynamics, to elucidate the dependence of

mechanical properties of the PLC's on overall concentration

of rigid sequences, and on their spatial distribution

throughout the material; and define the crossover from the

chain relaxation mode to the crack propagation mode in

polymeric materials.

Polymer liquid crystals are even more complicated than

usual engineering polymers. Simulations of dynamical

processes in PLC's have not yet been done. I have for the

first time applied the method of molecular dynamics to the

study of PLC's under tensile deformation.4 ' 46 In this

dissertation I discuss these studies. The simulation

procedure is described in Chapter II. The simulation results

obtained for fully flexible chains, for random copolymers of

rigid and flexible segments, and for such block copolymers,

are discussed in Chapters III, IV, and V, respectively.

Conclusions are formulated in Chapter VI.



CHAPTER II

SIMULATION PROCEDURE

As the first step in the simulations of PLC's

mechanics, I have attempted to keep the model as simple as

possible - while still retaining the principal physical

features of polymeric materials. Therefore, I have employed

the model developed by Cook et al.40-42 and extended it to

study the mechanical behavior and failure mechanics of

PLC's. I have included two new features into the model. (1)

In order to study PLC's, I have defined bonds of two types:

rigid bonds and flexible bonds. (2) To allow for bond

failure at large extensions, a Morse-like potential has been

used

Configuration

In tiy simulations, the polymeric material has been

modeled by a set of chains, with each chain consisting of a

linear sequence of particles. The position of each particle

has been given by only a single coordinate on an axis

running parallel to the chain direction. All chains have

been packed in a two-dimensional array in such a way that

12
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directions of all the chains are parallel and each chain has

two neighboring chains. The latter means that periodic

boundary conditions are used in the direction perpendicular

to the chains. Motion of the particles is determined by

forces of three kinds: bonding forces between adjacent

particles along the chain; repulsive forces between

neighboring particles on the different chains; and external

tensile forces, acting only on the end particles of each

chain. In the model, the external forces are applied

directly to the end particles, unlike the simulations done

412by Cook. I have found such an approach more realistic.

Cook added a pair of dummy particles placed at points given

by the average position of the end particles on each end of

the collection of chains. The dummy particles were connected

to all the particles at that end by Hookean springs. The

extensional forces were then applied to these "clamping"

particles.

Potentials

For the rigid bond the potential has been of the Morse

type with a relatively narrow well, see Fig. 1(a), namely

V (r) = { 1 - exp [ 7r ( 1 - r ) }20 (1)
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Here, r is a distance between two adjacent particles on the

same chain, and 7r is a parameter defining the width of the

well for the rigid bond. For flexible bonds, to mimic the

conformational motion of polymer chain, I have used a

spliced double-well potential allowing the bond to pass over

a barrier during extension or compression. The potential has

been defined by the Morse function for the bond shorter than

the first minimum-energy position or longer than the second

one. For intermediate bond lengths the continuous symmetric

barrier has been constructed from the second-order

polynomials,

{1-exp[%, (l-r)]} , r s 1

8V [(l-r)/A], 1 < r s 1+0.25A

V (r) = V0 {1-8[(1+0.5A-r)/A]}2, 1+0.25A < r s 1+0.75A (2)

8V0 [ (l+A-r) /A] 2, 1+0.75A < r 1+A

{1-exp[%f (1+A-r)]} , r > 1+A

where r is the bond length, V0 is the height of the energy

barrier for a conformational transition, A is the distance

between potential wells, and 7, is a parameter defining the

width of the well for the flexible bond.

Interactions between particles on neighboring chains

are given by a potential that depends only upon relative
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displacements of the particles. This potential is defined by

the spliced second-order polynomials,

0, r < -8

2.5U0 (r/6)[0 .5 (r/S)+1, -6 s r < -0.28

U(r) = U20[1-5(r/6)2], -0.26 s r s 0.26 (3)

2.5U0 (r/8)[O,.5(r/8)--1], 0.28 < r s 6

0, r > 6

where r is the relative displacement of the particles on

different chains, U0 is the height of the energy barrier for

a relative motion of particles, and 6 is the range of the

interaction. The shape of the external potential is shown in

Fig. 1(b). This potential has defined repulsive interactions

between parts of neighboring chains. The repulsive

interaction is generally related to the problem of the

excluded volume effect. In particular, because of this

interaction, there is a resistance to relative motion of

particles from two neighboring chains. The source of such a

resistance in real polymeric materials can vary from

chemical cross-links to entanglements between chains.
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Units

In the simulations, I use a specific system of units.

As is seen from the formulae defining potentials, the length

of a non-strained bond is defined as a unit of length, and

the energy needed to dissociate a bond is a unit of energy.

A unit of mass is equal to the mass of a particle, because

in the presented simulations all the particles have had

equal masses. A unit of force is given by the ratio of the

bond energy (the unit of energy) to the rigid bond length

(the unit of length). More discussion is needed for a unit

of stress. Since there is only one spatial dimension in the

model, which is in the direction of the external forces, it

has not been possible to determine the cross-sectional area

of the material and calculate the stress from a given value

of the force in the usual way. Therefore, I have used values

of the external force as a measure of the stress. This

allows one to calculate the stress assuming a value of the

cross-sectional area of the chain. The terms stress and

strain have meant, respectively, the engineering stress and

the engineering strain, because the cross-sectional area has

remained constant during the simulations. The engineering

stress and the engineering strain are those usually

considered in experimental studies.48
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TABLE I. Parameters for potentials used in the simulations

(see text for discussion of values and units).

Parameter Value Unit

0 0.05 Bond Energy

U 0  0.05 or 1 Bond Energy

Tr 10 (Rigid Bond Length)-1

2 (Rigid Bond Length)-1

0.732 Rigid Bond Length

0.5 Rigid Bond Length

Parameters

The values of the parameters used in the simulations,

in units so defined, are listed in Table I. It has not been

my goal to mimic any specific polymeric material. Instead, I

have chosen parameter values in such a way that simulation

results are as general as possible. Therefore, after

reviewing many experimental and theoretical data, I have

decided that the conformational transition barrier V should0
be 5 % of the bond dissociation energy. To choose an

appropriate values of U0 , I have performed initial

simulations varying this parameter. I was watching an
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interplay between transfer of the mechanical energy along

the chains and between the chains. To mimic an effect of

entanglements, I have decided that, when' both particles have

been located between rigid bonds, or at the chain ends, then

the energy barrier U0 has been equal to the bond

dissociation energy ( U0 = 1 ). Otherwise, on the basis of

the initial results, I have taken U0 = V0 . The parameter 7y

has been substantially smaller than yr for the sake of

obtaining broader wells for the flexible bonds. The absolute

values of these parameters have not been related to the

strength of specific atom-atom interactions, but rather have

referred to forces between molecules. The distance between

wells for flexible segments ( A ) has been taken from
42Cook. The range of the interactions between chains ( a )

has been adjusted so that in the beginning of a simulation

this interaction has vanished for non-strained bonds.

Details of the Molecular Dynamics

I have used the constant-temperature molecular dynamics

procedure to perform the simulations. I prefer this method

to that of Brownian dynamics, because to study non-thermal

sources of polymer fracture it has been necessary to avoid

an effect of stochastic thermal forces. For simulation

purposes the Newtonian differential equations of motion have

a M-w-ilplammml I
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been transformed into difference equations, employing a

finite time step ( At ) . Given the positions of the

particles at any moment and also before the last time step,

applying the forces calculated by summation of potential

interactions and external forces I imposed upon the

material, the positions after the following time step have

been calculated using a so-called leap-frog algorithm.39

Thus, the discrete equations of motion have the form:

x (t+At)

= x (t) + XL(t) [ r (t) - X (t-At) 3 + f 1(t) At2  (4)

where x (t) is the position coordinate of the j particle

in the i" chain, A(t) is a temperature coefficient

described below, and f (t) is the force acting on the

particle.

To keep the temperature constant, velocities of the

particles have been multiplied in every time step by the

factor XL(t) ,39

A(t) = { I + [ Eko / Ek (t)- (At/ T 1/2, (5)

where Eko is the given reference value of kinetic energy,

E (t) is the actual value of kinetic energy, and z is the

time constant of the thermal relaxation. The kinetic energy
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per particle has been calculated according to the formula:

E (t)
NN

J:=j j=j

Sx(t) -x(t-At) 3 2 2 N M At)

where N is the number of chains simulated and K is the

number of particles in a chain.

The forces acting on the particles have been calculated

from the formulae:

f (t) = - OV[ x (t) - x (t) ] / x(t)

- OV[ xe (t) -,(t) ] / 09(t)

k=1

1=1

oUr x7 (t) -xi(t) ] / 8x(t)

aU[ X (t) -x(t) ] / x(t),
1 j 1

for j * 1 and j H. (7)

(6)
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if (t) = - if1 ext

- 8V[ x (t) - x (t) ] / 8x (t)

M

- U[ xk ~(t) - K(t) ] /ax

k=1

a8U[X () - x(t) /8x(t),(8)

1=1

f(t)= fM ext

8V[ XM(t) -K(t) ] / x (t)

M

au -ii i(t- 8U[kK(t) - K'(t) ] / 8K (t)

k=1

M

- 8U[ (t) -Kx(t) ] / 8K (t),()au , '' x,(9)

where f is the external force imposed upon the material.

The summations run over all the particles in the

neighboring chains, to take into account all the dynamical

changes taking place during fracture of the material. The

appropriate forms of the potentials V and U have been used

according to the bond type - rigid or flexible. The periodic

boundary conditions in the direction perpendicular to the

direction of the chains have been realized in the following

way. For the chains number 1 and N, the forces have been

calculated from the formulae similar to (7)-(9),, but for the
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chain number 1 the neighboring particles have been in the

chain N instead of i - 1, and for the chain number N the

neighboring particles have been in the chain 1 instead of

I + 1.

Details of the Simulations

Systems of 30 chains with 50 particles each have been

simulated. To avoid pulling-out of polymer chains from the

material, two bonds from both ends of each chain have been

made rigid. At the beginning of each simulation, the

particles have been placed in a random manner near the

non-strained positions. All flexible bonds have been in the

shorter conformation. Such a configuration seems to be far

from the thermodynamical equilibrium given by the Boltzmann

distribution. However, I have observed that after initiation

of the simulation the distribution of the short and long

conformations of flexible bonds have quickly approached

equilibrium. Therefore, I have used the initial

configuration with short bonds only - instead of any other

arbitrary distribution of the conformations.

The main loop of the simulations has been as follows:

no external stress has been initially applied; after a

specified number of time steps, a current status of the

material has been checked and saved; then a tensile force

I IN NOUNUAwim
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(each time stronger than in the previous stage) has been

applied. Thus, the external force has been changed step-wise

and remained constant during a given number of time steps.

Finally, in each case I have reached a value of the force at

which the bonds within the chains have broken and crack

propagation has followed. In such a way the computer

procedure has corresponded to stress-strain experiments.

The simulations have been realized using a program that

I have written in FORTRAN 77. Listing of the program and the

sample data file are shown in the Appendix. The simulations

have been run to extensions of about 200 % of the initial

length of the material. Average computational time on a CRAY

Y-MP has been about 1 CPU hour for each stress-strain curve

generated. The time step has been 0.005 in reduced units.

The external forces applied have been increased after each

number of 2000 time steps performed. These and the others

parameters of the simulations are listed in Table II.



TABLE II. Parameters of the simulations.

Parameter Symbol Value

number of chains N 30

number of particle per chain M 50

time step At 0.005

time constant of thermal relaxation T 20 At

number of time steps between force changes 2000

force increase per change 0.01
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS FOR FLEXIBLE CHAIN SYSTEMS

As discussed in Chapter I, simulations of the

mechanical behavior of the ordinary polymeric materials

under tension have been done previously.33 ,37 ,42 To test my

simulation procedure, I have started the studies with such a

fully flexible system, and have compared the results with

earlier findings. Additionally, the polymers with flexible

bonds only have been useful as a reference material in

assessment of the effects of rigidity.

Simulations in the Absence of External Stresses

In the first simulation I have run, the external load

has not been applied to the material. The temperature of 300

K has been maintained in this simulation, assuming that the

bond dissociation energy is equal to 335 kJ/mol, that is the

energy needed to dissociate a C-C bond in polyethylene.34

Since motion of the particles in the material has been

strictly one-dimensional, the relation Ek = K T / 2 has

held, where T is the thermodynamic temperature, and K is the

Boltzmann constant. Because in this case the average kinetic

26
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FIG. 2. (a) Changes of the average bond length during the

simulations of the material with flexible bonds

only at 300 K, when no external stress have been

applied (empty circles),, and when the stress has

been increasing with time (solid circles).

(b) Kinetic energy during the simulation with

external stress applied to the material.
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energy has been only 7.4 % of the barrier for the short-long

conformation change, there has been no thermal creep in the

system. During the time period of 1000 (in arbitrary units

discussed in Chapter II), which has been the time of the

longest of my simulations, the average length of the bonds

has only oscillated slightly around the value of 1.15 with

an amplitude of 0.05 and a period of about 62. This has

confirmed that the behavior of the simulated material has

been a result of the external mechanical deformation, and

not of the thermally-induced creep.

Simulations with an External Stress

The next simulation I have run has been also for the

material with flexible bonds only, but with increasing

external stress applied to them, as described in Chapter

III. The temperature of 300 K has been also maintained in

this simulation. The average bond length and the kinetic

energy during the simulation are shown in Fig. 2. In this

case, contrary to the case when no external stress has been

applied, the bond length has been increasing with time.

While the stress has been increasing linearly with time, the

strain, measured by the average bond length, has shown

non-linear behavior typical for polymeric materials. Under

tension, the strain in the material has also oscillated for
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some time periods. However, these oscillations have not

significantly changed the stress-strain behavior of the

simulated material. Therefore, for further analysis, the

oscillations have been smoothed out, and are not shown in

other Figures. One can see in Fig. 2(b) that during the

simulation there have been fluctuations of the kinetic

energy level. However, the temperature has fluctuated mainly

in the region of 10 K. Larger changes have occurred only

at the beginning of the simulations and have disappeared

until failure of the material. Other results of the

discussed simulation are shown in Fig. 3.

I have found that the results of my simulations for

fully flexible systems have been similar to that obtained by

other researchers. In Fig. 3(a) I show a stress-strain curve

obtained from the simulation of the material consisting of

flexible bonds only. The curve exhibits three distinct

regions - typically found in experiments on real polymeric

materials. At low applied stress, the material has behaved

as an elastic medium. At higher levels of stress, the slope

of the curve decreases and from this one can infer that a

plastic deformation has occurred. After yielding, the slope

increases again, up to the point of material failure. The

fourth region of the curve is only an effect of a free

motion of two parts of the broken material.
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(solid circles) drawn against strain in the

material.
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The shape of the stress-strain curve is similar to the

42one obtained by Cook for the temperature of 0 K. Similar

to his results, I have found that yielding of the simulated

material has been caused by short-to-long conformation

changes. This can be seen from the variation of the fraction

of the flexible bonds appearing in the long conformation -

as drawn against strain in the material in Fig. 3(b). I also

show in this Figure the average length of the flexible

bonds, both in the short conformation and in the long one.

One notices that the bond lengths have been increasing under

tensile deformation even without the conformation changes.

This has constituted another factor producing an increase in

strain. It has been a reversible deformation, hence elastic

in nature.

Temperature Dependence

To further examine mechanical properties of the

simulated material, the calculations for different

temperatures have been performed. A number of stress-strain

curves obtained from these simulations is shown in Fig. 4.

One has observed that, when the temperature has increased, a

lower level of stress has caused the yielding and the

material has become more ductile. Furthermore, at higher

temperatures lower stress has been needed to induce the
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of stress-strain behavior

of the simulated polymeric material with flexible

bonds only.

material failure. Clearly, the features observed in the

simulated materials are the same as found in real polymeric

materials. The temperature dependence of stress-strain

curves in polymeric materials has been discussed by
49Matsuoka. The experimental curves shown in his paper are

impressively similar to those obtained from the simulations.

The stress clearly decreases with temperature for the same

level of strain.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS FOR RANDOM COPOLYMERS

In the first attempt, PLC's have been represented by

random copolymers of rigid and flexible segments. The bond

has been chosen to be rigid if a number given for this bond

by a random number generator with uniform distribution over

an interval of [ 0, 1 ] was smaller than the given fraction

of rigid bonds in the material. A number of simulations has

been performed for the random copolymers with different

fractions of the rigid bonds.

Visualization of Chain Relaxation and Crack Propagation

A series of pictures in Fig. 5 shows how chain

relaxation and crack propagation have occurred in such a

material. This particular simulation has been performed for

the random copolymer with 50 % rigid bonds. At the stress

level of 0.1 one can see stress relaxation by conformation

changes of flexible bonds from the shorter conformation to

the longer one. The change of one bond has caused the

changes of the neighboring segments in the different chains

- a perturbation has moved initially between the chains.

33
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FIG. 5. Arrangements of the particles during the

simulation of the random copolymer with 50 %

rigid bonds.
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FIG. 6. Stress-strain curves obtained from simulations of

the PLC's with different fraction of rigid bonds.

Subsequently, the changes have taken place in other flexible

segments along the chains ( stress = 0.20 ). At stress equal

to 0.3, the first microcracks have been observed . Not all

of them have led to catastrophic crack propagation - as one

can see for the stress level of 0.4. However, as an effect

of the imposed stress, some cracks have propagated and have

caused failure of the material ( stress = 0.55 ).

Stress-Strain Curves

Typical results of simulations for the materials

representing PLC's are shown in Fig. 6. The stress-strain
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the fraction of broken bonds on the

imposed stress obtained from the simulations of

the PLC's with different fraction of rigid bonds.

Numbers at line tops denote the respective

fractions of the rigid bonds in each material.

curves have been calculated for the random copolymers with

different fractions of the rigid bonds. I have found that

also here the behavior of the model has agreed well with

experimental findings: PLC's rich in flexible bonds have

been ductile, while PLC's rich in rigid bonds brittle.

However, it seems that materials with intermediate fractions

of rigid bonds have had lower strength than the more

homogeneous ones.
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FIG. 8. The relationship between the composition of the

PLC and the tensile strength of the material

obtained from the simulations.

To carefully analyze this behavior, I have had to

decide how to gauge the level of stress at fracture. For

this purpose I have drawn in Fig. 7 the fraction of the

broken bonds against the stress imposed upon the material.

It can be seen that the slope of each curve dramatically

increases at some point. Thus, I have used these points as

the measure of fracture stress. So defined, the values of

fracture stress as a function of the fraction of rigid bonds

in the material are shown in Fig. 8. I ought to note that

the points drawn with error bars have been each obtained by

averaging the results of simulations performed for 10
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different random configurations of rigid and flexible bonds.

The other points are the results of simulations for only one

configuration for each composition. However, I have inferred

from this Figure that in the simulated materials a minimum

strength exists, this for a material with an intermediate

fraction of rigid bonds.

On Necessity of Examination of Block Copolymers

Because there is still more evidence that the

deviations from randomness of the segment distributions

"IS,502,51exist in PLC's, it suggests that the molecular

reinforcement in PLC's can be due to specific configurations

of rigid segments, not just to their presence in the

material. This can explain why the reinforcement has not

been found. in the random copolymers. The non-randomness may

result in a tendency to form in PLC's blocks of liquid

crystalline sequences. Because mechanical properties of

block and random copolymers should be different, I have also

performed simulations of PLC's formed by block copolymers.

Results of these simulations are presented in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS FOR BLOCK COPOLYMERS

The simulation procedure has made possible realization

of any configuration of rigid and flexible segments in the

material. I have used this feature to study mechanical

behavior of block copolymers with different configurations

of the rigid segments. In particular, I have only defined

materials with the fraction of the rigid bonds equal to

50 %.

Islands

In the first case studied, the rigid segments have

formed square islands. I have chosen such a configuration of

the segments because experimental work on PLC's have led to

the development of an island model, which has successfully

explained the results of mechanical tests.6 The simulated

materials have been differentiated by the number of the

segments constituting a side of the square, as shown in

Fig. 9.

The stress-strain curves obtained from the simulations

for these materials are shown in Fig. 10. For comparison,

39
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FIG. 9. Scheme of the configurations of rigid segments in

the simulated PLC's. The island size is 3 segments

( rigid segment, flexible segment).

stress-strain curves obtained for 10 different random

copolymers with the same fraction of rigid segments are also

shown in this Figure. Because of the differences between

configurations of rigid segments in the random copolymers,

the curves for the random copolymers are not identical.

However, a statistical distribution is rather narrow. It is

evident that the stress-strain curves for the block

copolymers differs significantly from the curves for the

random copolymers.

The strength of various polymers can be better

elucidated by inspecting Fig. 11, in which the fraction of
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FIG. 10. Stress-strain curves obtained from simulations of

the PLC's with 50 % of rigid bonds. Dotted lines

corresponds to random copolymers and solid lines

to block copolymers with island configuration of

the rigid segments. Numbers at lines denote the

island size.

broken bonds is shown versus the stress applied to the

material. Again, the curves for the random and block

copolymers are shown. In each curve the slope dramatically

increases at some point. At that point I have observed the

crack propagation throughout the material. These points have

been used as the measure of fracture stress. From Fig. 11

one can see that the material, which has contained islands

with the sides of 3 segments, has had the highest strength.
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FIG. 11. Dependence of the fraction of broken bonds on the

imposed stress obtained from the simulations of

the PLC's with 50 % of rigid bonds. Lines and

numbers are the same as in Fig. 10.

The curves obtained for the materials with island sides of 1

and 5 are similar to each other, but the performances of

these materials have been poorer. The material with the

biggest island side of 15 has had the lowest strength.

Moreover, yielding in this material has been less efficient

than in the polymers with smaller islands.

The values of fracture stress, as defined above, are

shown in Fig. 12. Data for the polymers with different

fraction of rigid segments are shown. The solid circles,

shown for comparison, are for random copolymers. The empty
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FIG. 12. Relationship between the composition of the PLC

and the tensile strength of the material obtained

from the simulations. The solid circles correspond

to random copolymers, empty circles to block

copolymers with island sizes indicated.

circles are for block copolymers with island size indicated.

It is apparent from the Figure that a molecular

reinforcement can be achieved in PLC's with a specific

configuration of rigid sequences. One infers also that there

has been an optimum island size which results in the best

tensile strength of the polymer.
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Fibers

There has been quite a variety of possible

configurations of rigid segments in PLC's. The segments can

form islands, as discussed above, or due to certain

processing scenarios can form fibers. I have examined the

strength of such PLC's also by the same simulation

procedure. The fraction of rigid bonds in the polymers has

been again 50 %, but the bonds have been placed in

consecutive sequences in each chain, as shown in Fig. 13.

m - - - - m m
- m m m m m

- - m - m m m
LI LII Elm LIIILI LI
LILIILIILILILILI
LIIIILIILIIIILILIIIEZILI
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FIG. 13.

EE1ELIL

ELIEl LI IIElI II

m m-m- - -m-m
- - - -- - -

Scheme of the configurations of rigid segments in

the simulated PLC's. The fiber width is 3 chains

( rigid segment, flexible segment).
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FIG. 14. Dependence of the fraction of broken bonds on the

imposed stress obtained from the simulations of

the PLC's with 50 % of rigid bonds forming fibers.

The insert shows the width of the fibers.

The parameter changed in the simulations has been the

width of the fibers, which has been given by the number of

identical chains next to each other in the sample. The

dependence of the fraction of broken bonds in such PLC's on

the tensile stress is shown in Fig. 14. The strength of

these block copolymers has been also higher than the

strength of the random copolymers, as can be seen by

comparison of Figures 11 and 14. The polymers with thicker

fibers have had better strength than those with thin fibers.

However, there has been a limit to the improvement of the
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strength; behavior of the samples with fibers of width 5 and

15 chains has been almost the same. Increase in the fiber

width has not caused further reinforcement of the material.

Layers

Molecular dynamics simulations have also enabled

observation of behavior of polymeric materials under tensile

deformation on the molecular level. I have used this

capability to study effects of the layer of rigid bonds on

chain relaxation and crack propagation in PLC's. A series of

pictures in Fig. 15 shows how an external load has been

relaxed by conformation changes in the polymer. One can

compare Fig. 15 with Fig. 5, where the behavior of fully

flexible chains is shown. The main observed processes have

been similar; however, there has been also a significant

difference. The layer of rigid bonds has isolated one part

of the material from the other. All bonds in the first part

have had to undergo a conformation change before changes

have started in the bonds in the other part of the material.

One notes that the crack has formed and propagated close to

the layer of rigid bonds. This has been the region of stress

concentration in which the fracture has occurred. In other

words, interiors of both rigid and flexible regions have

been less vulnerable for failure.
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FIG. 15. Arrangements of the particles during early stages

of the simulation of the PLC with a layer of rigid

bonds placed in the center of the sample.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

I show in this dissertation that the molecular dynamics

simulations can be successfully used to elucidate mechanical

behavior of polymeric materials. In particular, fracture

mechanics of polymer liquid crystals has been studied. For

systems of fully flexible as well as partly rigid chains,

features observed in simulations have had their counterparts

in the experiments on real materials. Overall, the results

for PLC's have shown that their mechanical properties are

affected by the concentration of rigid sequences, the

distribution of these sequences throughout the material, and

by the temperature of the specimen.

I have defined a measure of the fracture stress as the

stress level at which the fraction of broken bonds increases

dramatically. Using this measure I have demonstrated that

the amount of molecular reinforcement that can be achieved

in liquid crystalline block copolymers depends in particular

on the distribution of rigid sequences in the chains. When

the rigid segments form islands, there is an optimum island

size which results in the highest strength of the PLC. When

the rigid segments form fibers, then the strength increases
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with the width of the fiber. However, there is a limit to

the enhancement of the strength. Increase in the fiber width

does not cause further reinforcement of the material. In

another simulation, a layer of rigid segments has isolated

parts of the material from each other; mechanical

deformations have occurred first within a given part, and

then they have moved to the other part.

It should be noted that more remains to be done. The

strength of simulated block copolymers, although higher than

the strength of random copolymers, has not been higher than

the strength of homogeneous polymers of rigid or flexible

segments only. It seems that there is still a need for

development of an amplified model of PLC's, and for more

simulations.

Mechanical behavior of the simulated materials has been

generally in agreement with the concept of the chain

relaxation capability.20'21 Low stresses have been

accommodated by conformation changes, while high ones have

caused catastrophic crack propagation. The assumption of the

stress relaxation by conformation changes has been fully

justified.
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Listing of the computer program used in the simulations.

program PLC_2D

This program performs constant-temperature Molecular

Dynamics simulation for a set of one-dimensional polymer

chains. Bonds of two types can be defined: flexible and

rigid. The Morse potential is assumed for the rigid bond

between neighboring particles within a chain.

A spliced double-well potential, with Morse-type tails is

chosen for the flexible bond. Repulsive potential defines

interactions between particles in different chains.

Forces of two kinds are acting: those resulting from

potentials plus those defined as external mechanical

forces.

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Slawomir Blonski

Center for Materials Characterization

University of North Texas

Denton, TX 76203-5308

FORTRAN 77

1990-1991

Author:

Language:

Date written:
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C References: J. Chem. Phys. 95 (1991) 2890.

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

common /TIM/ istepO, istep, nsteps, t, dt, dt2

common /DST/ dl, dimax

C

C Initialization of the simulation.

C

call PARAM

call FIRST

call FORCES

C

C Main loop of the simulation.

C

5 continue

do 10 istep = istepO + 1, istepO + nsteps

call NEXT

call FORCES

10 continue

call STATUS

if ( dl .GT. dlmax ) stop

go to 5

C

end
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subroutine PARAM

C

C Reads the input data and calculates parameters needed.

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

common /NUM/

common /TIM/

common /POT/

r12, rd, rm,

&

common /FOR/

common /ENG/

common /DST/

common /RND/

common /BND/

logical h

nc, ns

istepO, istep, nsteps, t, dt, dt2

frac, gammal, gamma2, eps, delta, rll,

aa, bb, cc, deltae, deltas, vO, ec

force, df, f(30,50)

ek, ekt, relax

dl, dlmax

1

nh, h(30,50)

C

1 = 566387

C

open ( 1, file = 'plc_2d.dat', status = 'OLD' )

C

read (1,*) nc
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read (1,*) ns

ns = ns + 4

read (1,*) nsteps

read (1,*) dt

read (1,*) frac

if ( frac .LT. 0 do ) then

do 1 ic = 1, nc

h(ic,1) = .TRUE.

h(ic,2) = .TRUE.

h(ic,ns - 2) = .TRUE.

h(ic,ns - 1) = .TRUE.

read (1,'( 50 Li )') ( h(ic,is), is = 3, ns - 3 )

continue

else

do 3 ic = 1, nc

h(ic,1) = .TRUE.

h(ic,2) = .TRUE.

h(ic,ns - 2) = .TRUE.

h(ic,ns - 1) = .TRUE.

do 2 is = 3, ns - 3

r = RANDOM ()

if ( r .LT. frac ) then

h(ic,is) = .TRUE.

else

h(icis) = .FALSE.
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end if

2 continue

3 continue

end if

read (1,*) gammal

read (1,*) gamma2

read (l,*) eps

read (1,*) delta

read (1,*) deltae

read (1,*) vO

read (l,*) df

read (1,*) dimax

read (1,*) ekt

read (1,*) relax

C

close ( 1 )

C

write (*,*) 'Number of chains : ', nc

write (*,*) 'Number of segments in a chain : ', ns - 4

write (*,*) 'Number of time steps ', nsteps

write (*,*) 'Time step : ', dt

write (*,*) 'Fraction of hard bonds ', frac

write (*,*) 'Parameter for hard bond ', gammal

write (*,*) 'Parameter for soft bond ', gamma2

write (*,*) 'Barrier between wells ', eps
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write (*,*) 'Distance between wells : ', delta

write (*,*) 'Range of (inter) interactions : ', deltae

write (*,*) 'Energy barrier : ', vO

write (*,*) 'Force step : ', df

write (*,*) 'Maximal length : ', dlmax

write (*,*) 'Thermal energy : ', ekt

write (*,*) 'Relaxation rate : ', relax

C

open ( 2, file = 'param.prn', status = 'UNKNOWN' )

C

write (2,*) 'Number of chains ', nc

write (2,*) 'Number of segments in a chain : ', ns - 4

write (2,*) 'Number of time steps : ', nsteps

write (2,*) 'Time step : ', dt

write (2,*) 'Fraction of hard bonds : ', frac

write (2,*) 'Parameter for hard bond : ', gammal

write (2,*) 'Parameter for soft bond : ', gamma2

write (2,*) 'Barrier between wells : ', eps

write (2,*) 'Distance between wells : ', delta

write (2,*) 'Range of (inter) interactions : ', deltae

write (2,*) 'Energy barrier : ', vO

write (2,*) 'Force step : ', df

write (2,*) 'Maximal length : ', dlmax

write (2,*) 'Thermal energy : ', ekt

write (2,*) 'Relaxation rate : ', relax
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C

nh=0

do 5 ic = I, nc

do 4 is = 3, ns - 3

if ( h(ic,is) ) nh = nh + 1

4 continue

5 continue

r = DBLE ( nh ) / DBLE ( nc * ( ns - 5

write (*,*) 'Composition of copolymer: ', r

write (2,*) 'Composition of copolymer: ', r

do 6 ic = 1, nc

write (2,'( 50 Li )') ( h(ic,is), is = 3, ns - 3 )

6 continue

nh = nh + nc * 4

C

close ( 2 )

C

dt2 = dt * dt

C

eps = - 16 do * eps / ( delta * delta )

rl = 1 do + 0.25 do * delta

r12 = 1 do + 0.75 dO * delta

rd = 1 do + delta

rm = 1 dO + 0.5 do * delta

C
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if ( vO .NE. 0 dO ) then

ec = 1 dO / vO

else

ec = 0 dO

end if

C

bb = 2.5 dO * vO / deltae

aa = bb / deltae

cc = - 4 dO * aa

deltas = 0.2 dO * deltae

C

write (*,'( / A )')

& 'Time L Ek Ep{r} Ep{f} Ep{i) Xl'

C

return

end

subroutine FIRST

C

C Finds the initial configuration of the particels.

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

common /NUM/ nc, ns



common /TIM/

common /XYZ/

common /POT/

&

&

common /FOR/

common /BND/

istepO, istep, nsteps, t, dt, dt2

x(30,50), xp(30,50)

frac, gammal, gamma2, eps, delta, rh1 ,

rl2, rd, rm,

aa, bb, cc, deltae, deltas, vO, ec

force, df, f(30,50)

nh, h(30,50)

logical h, bin

C

inquire ( file = 'plc_2d.bin', exist = bin )

C

if ( bin ) then

open ( 7, file = 'plc_2d.bin', form = 'UNFORMATTED',

& status = 'OLD')

read (7) istepO, force,

& ( ( x(icis), xp(icis), is = I, ns ), ic = 1, nc

close ( 7 )

t = istepO * dt

else

istepO = 0

t = 0 dO

force = 0 dO

do 2 ic = 1, nc

if ( MOD ( ic, 2 ) .EQ. 0 ) then

59

C
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r = 0.5 do

else

r = 0 dO

end if

x(ic,1) = r

xp(ic,1) = r

do 1 is = 2, ns

if ( h(ic,is - I) ) then

dx = 1 dO + 0.001 dO * RANDOM ()

else

dx = 1 dO + 0.01 do * RANDOM ()

end if

x(ic,is) = x(ic,is - 1) + dx

xp(ic,is) = x(ic,is)

1 continue

2 continue

end if

C

return

end

subroutine NEXT

C

C Calculates position coordinates of the particles after
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C next time step, with correction for the constant

C temperature.

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

common /NUM/ nc, ns

common /TIM/ istepO, istep, nsteps, t, dt, dt2

common /XYZ/ x(30,50), xp(30,50)

common /FOR/ force, df , f (30,50)

common /ENG/ ek, ekt, relax

C

t = t + dt

C

ek = 0 do

do 2 ic = 1, nc

do 1 is = 1, ns

dx = x(ic,is) - xp(ic,is)

ek = ek + dx * dx

1 continue

2 continue

ek = 0.5 do * ek / dt2

ek = ek / ( nc * ns

C

if ( ek .EQ. a do ) then

coeff = 1 dO
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else

coeff DSQRT ( 1 dO + relax * ( ekt / ek - 1 do ) )

end if

C

do 4 ic 1, nc

do 3 is = 1, ns

dx = x(ic,is) - xp(ic,is)

xp(ic,is) = x(ic,is)

x(ic,is) = x(ic,is) + coeff * dx + f(icis) * dt2

3 continue

4 continue

C

return

end

subroutine FORCES

C

C Calculates forces between particles.

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

common /NUM/ nc, ns

common /TIM/ istepO, istep, nsteps, t, dt, dt2

common /POT/ frac, gammal, gamma2, eps, delta, rl,
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& r12, rd, rm,

& aa, bb, cc, deltae, deltas, vO, ec

common /XYZ/ x(30,50), xp(30,50)

common /FOR/ force, df, f(30,50)

common /BND/ nh, h(30,50)

logical h, rO, rn

C

C Intramolecular forces

C

do 2 ic = 1, nc

r = x(ic,2) - x(ic,l)

if ( h(ic,l) ) then

e = DEXP ( gammal * ( 1 dO - r

grad = - 2 dO * gammal * e * ( 1 dO - e )

else

if ( r .GT. rd ) then

e = DEXP ( gamma2 * ( rd - r

grad = - 2 dO * gamma2 * e * ( 1 do - e )

else if ( r .GT. r12 ) then

grad = eps * ( r - rd )

else if ( r .GT. rll ) then

grad = eps * ( rm - r )

else if ( r .GT. 1 do ) then

grad = eps * ( r - 1 do )

else
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e = DEXP ( gamma2 * ( 1 dO - r ) )

grad = - 2 dO * gamnma2 * e * ( 1 dO - e )

end if

end if

f(ic,1) = - grad - force

do I is = 2, ns - 1

gradm = grad

r = x(icis + I) - x(ic,is)

if ( h(ic,is) ) then

e = DEXP ( gammal * ( 1 do - r

grad = - 2 dO * gammal * e * ( 1 dO - e )

else

if ( r .GT. rd ) then

e = DEXP ( gamma2 * ( rd - r

grad = - 2 dO * gaumma2 * e * ( 1 dO - e )

else if ( r GT. r12 ) then

grad = eps * ( r - rd )

else if ( r .GT. rll ) then

grad = eps * ( rm - r )

else if ( r .GT. 1 dO ) then

grad = eps * ( r - 1 do )

else

e = DEXP ( gamma2 * ( 1 dO - r )

grad = - 2 do * gamma2 * e * ( 1 do - e )

end if
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end if

f(ic,is) = gradm - grad

1 continue

f(ic,ns) = grad + force

2 continue

C

C Intermolecular forces

C

do 6 ic = 1, nc

if ( ic .NE. nc ) then

nb = ic + 1

else

nb = 1

end if

do 4 is = 1, ns

x0 = x(ic,is)

if ( is .EQ. 1 .OR. is .EQ. ns ) then

rO = .TRUE.

else

rO = h(ic, is) .AND. h(ic, is - 1)

end if

do 3 in = 1, ns

d = x(nb,in) - x0

if ( DABS ( d ) .LE. deltae ) then

if ( d .GE. - deltae .AND. d .LT. - deltas )



then

grad = aa

else if ( d

* d + bb

.GE. - deltas .AND.

d .LE. deltas ) then

grad = cc * d

else if ( d .GT. deltas .AND. d .LE. d

then

grad = aa * d - bb

end if

if ( in .EQ. 1 .OR. in .EQ. ns ) then

rn = .TRUE.

else

rn = h(nb, in) .AND. h (nb, in - 1)

end if

if ( rO .AND. rn ) then

grad = ec * grad

end if

f (ic,is) = f(ic, is) + grad

f (nbin) = f(nbin) - grad

end if

continue

continue

continue

ieltae )

&
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&

&

3

4

6

C

return
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end

subroutine STATUS

C

C Calculates and saves a current status of the simulated

C material: elongation, potential energy, and average bond

C lengths.

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

common /NUM/ nc, ns

common /TIM/ istepO, istep, nsteps, t, dt, dt2

common /XYZ/ x(30,50), xp(30,50)

common /FOR/ force, df, f(30,50)

common /POT/ frac, gammal, gamma2, eps, delta, rll,

& r12, rd, rm,

& aa, bb, cc, deltae, deltas, vO, ec

common /BND/ nh , h(30,50)

common /DST/ dl, dlmax

common /ENG/ ek, ekt, relax

logical h, rO, rn

character*3 STRING

C

C Report on current status of simulation
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C

C elongation

C

dl = 0 dO

do I ic =1, nc

dl = dl + ( x(ic,ns) - x(icl)

1 continue

dl = dl / ( nc * ( ns - 1

C

C intrachain potential energy & bond lengths

C

epr = 0 dO

epf = 0 dO

n1 =0

all = 0 dO

a12 = 0 dO

asi = 0 dO

as2 = 0 dO

C

do 4 ic =1, nc

do 3 is = 1, ns - 1

r = x(icis + 1) - x(ic,is)

if ( h(ic,is) ) then

e = 1 dO - DEXP ( gammal * ( 1 dO - r )

e e * e
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epr = epr + e

else

if ( r .GT. rd ) then

e = 1 dO - DEXP ( gamma2 * ( rd - r

e= e * e

else if ( r .GT. r12 ) then

e = r - rd

e = - 0.5 dO * eps * e * e

else if ( r .GT. rll ) then

e = rm - r

e = 0.5 dO * eps *

* ( e * e - 0.125 dO * delta * delta )

else if ( r .GT. 1 dO ) then

e = r - 1 dO

e = - 0.5 dO * eps * e * e

else

e = 1 dO - DEXP ( gamma2 * ( 1 dO - r

e = e * e

end if

epf = epf + e

if ( r .GT. rm ) then

nl = nI + 1

all = all + r

a12 = a12 + r * r

else
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asi = asi + r

as2 = as2 + r * r

end if

end if

3 continue

4 continue

C

nr = nh

nf nc * ( ns - 1 ) - nr

if ( nr .EQ. 0 ) then

epr= - 1 dO

else

epr = epr / nr

end if

if ( nf .EQ. 0 ) then

epf = - 1 dO

xl = - 1 dO

else

epf = epf / nf

xl = DBLE ( nl ) / nf

end if

if ( nl .EQ. 0 ) then

rl = - 1 dO

sdl= - 1 dO

else
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rl = all / nl

sdl DSQRT ( DDIM ( al2 / nl, rl * rl

end if

nl = nf - nl

if ( nl .EQ. 0 ) then

rs = - 1 do

sds = - 1 dO

else

rs = asl / nl

sds = DSQRT ( DDIM ( as2 / nl, rs * rs

end if

C

C interchain potential energy

C

epi = 0 dO

do 9 ic = 1, nc

if ( ic .NE. nc ) then

nb = ic + 1

else

nb = 1

end if

do 7 is = 1, ns

xO = x(icis)

if ( is .EQ. 1 .OR. is .EQ. ns ) then

rO = .TRUE.

- ------- ---
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else

rO = h(ic,is) .AND. h(ic,is - 1)

end if

do 6 in = 1, ns

d =x(nb,in) - xO

if ( DABS ( d ) .LE. deltae ) then

if ( d .GE. - deltae .AND. d .LT. - deltas )

& then

e=bb *d*

* ( 0.5 dO * d / deltae + 1 dO ) +

+ 1.25 do * vO

else if ( d .GE. - deltas .AND.

& d .LE. deltas ) then

e = vO - 2 do * aa * d * d

else if ( d .GT. deltas .AND. d .LE. deltae )

& then

e=bb *d*

* ( 0.5 dO * d / deltae - 1 do ) +

+ 1.25 dO * vO

end if

if ( in .EQ. 1.OR. in .EQ. ns ) then

rn = .TRUE.

else

rn = h(nb,in) .AND. h(nb,in - 1)

end if
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if ( rO .AND. rn ) then

e = ec * e

end if

epi = epi + e

end if

6 continue

7 continue

9 continue

epi = epi / ( nc * ns

C

C Print out

C

write (*,'( F8.1, 2 F8.4, 5 G11.4 )')

& t, force, dl, ek, epr, epf, epi, xl

C

open ( 3, file = 'status.bin', form = 'UNFORMATTED',

& access = 'DIRECT', recl = 96,

& status = 'UNKNOWN' )

write (3, rec = istep / nsteps ) t, force, dl, ek,

& epr, epf, epi,

& xl, rl, sdl, rs, sds

close ( 3 )

C

open ( 9,

& file = 'force.' // STRING ( istep / nsteps ),
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& status = 'NEW')

do 20 is = 1, ns

write (9,'( 30 F8.3 )') ( x(ic,is), ic = 1, nc )

20 continue

close ( 9 )

C

C Next level of the external force.

C

istepO = istepO + nsteps

force = force + df

C

C Save the current status.

C

open ( 7, file = 'plc_2d.bin', form = 'UNFORMATTED',

& status = 'UNKNOWN' )

write (7) istepO, force,

& ( ( x(ic,is), xp(ic,is), is = 1, ns ), ic = 1, nc

close ( 7 )

C

return

end

character*3 function STRING ( n )

C
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Changes the input number n for the appropriate string of 3

characters

character ci, c2, c3

C

n3 =

n2

nl =

MOD ( n, 10 )

MOD ( n, 100 ) - n3 ) / 10

n - MOD ( n, 100 ) ) / 100

cl =

c2 =

c3

CHAR ( 48 + ni )

CHAR ( 48 + n2

CHAR ( 48 + n3 )

C

STRING = cl // c2 // c3

C

return

end

double precision function RANDOM ()

C

C Random number generator with uniform distribution over

C the interval [ 0, 1 ].

C

implicit double precision ( a - h, o - z )

C

C

C

C
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C

common /RND/ 1

C

1 = MOD ( 1027 * 1, 1048576 )

RANDOM = DBLE ( 1 ) / 1048576 dO

C

return

end
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Sample data file PLC_2D.DAT

30 nchain number of chains ( max.30 )

46 nsegm number of segments in chain ( max.46 )

2000 nsteps number of time steps between changes

0.005 dt time step

0.5 frac fraction of rigid bonds

10 gammal parameter gamma for the rigid bond

2 gamma2 parameter gamma for the flexible bond

0.05 eps barrier between wells

0.732 delta distance between wells

0.5 deltae range of intermolecular interaction

0.05 vO energy barrier

0.01 df force increment

2 dlmax maximal length

0.0037 ekt thermal energy

0.05 relax thermal relaxation rate
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